1997 f150 xlt

For nearly two decades, the Ford F-Series has been the best selling pickup truck in the United
States. For more than half that period of time, it's been the best selling vehicle, period.
Understandably, Ford execs were a bit hesitant to completely overhaul their Golden Child. After
all, the F-Series, which hadn't seen substantial engineering improvements since , seemed to be
selling just fine as it was. Reality was, though, that deadlines for some stringent truck standards
were approaching fast, and the F-Series was getting long in the tooth. The redesign was
approved. Five million development miles later, Ford introduced a radically new F in January
The bold look, passenger car accouterments, overhead cam engines, and short and long arm
front suspension of the new pickup are either embraced or shunned by die-hard Ford truckers
used to the traditional styling, bare bones interior, rugged pushrod motors and Twin-I-Beam
suspension of the model. So what about this new truck? Overall length is up for all models, and
SuperCabs provide substantial improvements in rear passenger leg and hip room. SuperCab
models feature a third door as standard equipment, as more and more full-size pickups are
purchased for personal use. Styleside and Flareside cargo boxes will be available for both cab
styles. Dual airbags are standard, and the passenger side restraint can be switched off in the
event that a rear-facing child safety seat has been installed. The new F meets side-impact
standards for trucks, and a four-wheel anti-lock braking system is optional across the board.
New options include leather seats, a six-disc CD changer, and an anti-theft system. Two engines
will initially be available, followed by a third in the fall of That's more than GM, Dodge or Toyota.
The optional 4. The third engine is a 5. Tune up intervals occur every , miles thanks to
platinum-tipped spark plugs. Equipped with the 4. Sixteen-inch wheels are standard; optional
are big 17 x 7. Sounds good to us. After driving several Fs this year, it appears that Ford has
taken a path designed to bring more personal use buyers into the Ford fold without alienating
truck buyers who work their pickups hard. Styling, always a subjective point, might turn
potential buyers off with its free-flowing forms and smooth contours. We, however, like its clean
lines and lack of clutter; particularly around the grille. If you are in the market for a full-size
pickup, you need to see why the F has been the best selling truck on the market for the last
decade. Available styles include 2dr Regular Cab LB 4. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
The standard third door on Supercab models is an industry first that we're quite happy about.
Although this is a very driveable truck, we occasionally wish that it could be had with Chevy's
Vortec engine to give it a little more oomph. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. New engines, new sheet metal and a new
suspension compliment dual airbags and class-leading side-impact protection in this
user-friendly heavy hauler. All SuperCab models get a third door for easy access to the rear
compartment. Grille styling is slightly different depending on what drive system is selected.
Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Best truck I ever owned. I now have , miles on my 97
F The only thing I have had to do to it is new front brake pads, new fan belt, 1 new battery,
change plugs and plug wires twice, 3 sets of tires, 1 set of shocks, 1 coil pack, and kept the oil
changed. Everything else is original. If this truck was to quit on me today I would buy another
one. I park it on a concrete driveway every day and there is not one drop of fluid where it sits. I
love driving a truck that is paid for and I can depend on! Read less. I bought this new in and put
on , miles on it in 9 years. It is well built and reliable. The only unscheduled repair was when the
transmission broke at 98, miles. Otherwise, absolutely no problems. Now at , miles it needs
some repair but it shouldn't be too bad considering the low repair history so far. Don't be afraid
to grab one of these used if it has a clean bill of health. It will last you a long time. All '97 5. Ford
discovered a calibration error on the block boring machine that ended up over boring the early
5. This was discovered especially up north when many fleet trucks with this new modular
engine began to knock like a rod bearing going out during cold weather start-up after
approximately 85, miles. After engine warm up or in warm weather well above freezing
temperature the knock subsides metals expand in heat. Apparently, according to the tech

bulletin issued in late ''99, the cylinders in the 5. After purchasing a 35, lariat 4x4, I found the
news disappointing at best and little consolation for owners that have to listen to an annoying
knock in the engine until warm-up of the engine or warm weather which ever comes first. Mine
has over , miles as of this note date, and has not burned oil, but simply irritates me that Ford
would not do anything about it expense of putting oversized pistons in these engines to cure
the issue. Beyond that they're good engines! Couldn't Ask For Anything Else. Bought it new.
Original brakes lasted 80k and first set of tires lasted 90k. Unbelievable but true. One
breakdown in 8 years ignition interlock. Plan on keeping it for as long as possible. See all
reviews of the Used Ford F Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Extended cab! Runs strong! Wow, great truck for the
money! The body is in decent shape with a clean, shiny, and respectable appearance. I really
like the smooth, quiet, reliable, strong, tough, and reliable ride. The interior is in excellent shape
with good options. This F comes with 3 door extended cab, excellent tires on chrome plated
factory wheels, XL package, rear wheel drive, panasonic Cd player, manual windows, 5 speed
manual transmission, 4. If you demand value, quality, style, and a strong running truck, this
sharp F can be for you! We deliver anywhere! We reserve the right to correct errors in pricing
and erroneous pricing data on third party web sites. This Ford F 3dr XL features a 4. It is
equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Odometer is miles below market average! FREE loaner vehicles with any major
service work. This vehicle is not available in the Buy here Pay here program. This is a cash sale
vehicle. Recent Arrival! Cab 4WD features a 4. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Manual
transmission. The vehicle is Other with a Other interior. The 1 deal at 1 Beal!!!! Look at this Ford
F Lariat. Its transmission and Gas V8 4. Why pay more than current market value? No onsite
financing Available. Call or stop by for your hassle free test drive today. Please visit our website
at Price does not include a charge for 0. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking
for AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven
Ford F Standard. You can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for.
Just what you've been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to
take home. The look is unmistakably Ford, the smooth contours and cutting-edge technology of
this Ford F Standard will definitely turn heads. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. Price Drop. No
accidents. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Best truck
I ever owned. I now have , miles on my 97 F The only thing I have had to do to it is new front
brake pads, new fan belt, 1 new battery, change plugs and plug wires twice, 3 sets of tires, 1 set
of shocks, 1 coil pack, and kept the oil changed. Everything else is original. If this truck was to
quit on me today I would buy another one. I park it on a concrete driveway every day and there
is not one drop of fluid where it sits. I love driving a truck that is paid for and I can depend on!
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
cayenne gts manual
1998 lexus gs300 owners manual
2005 escalade tail light
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.

Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

